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 Opinion and attempts to develop an automated system to determine people's 

viewpoints towards various units such as events, topics, products, services, 

organizations, individuals, and issues. Opinion analysis from the natural text 

can be regarded as a text and sequence classification problem which poses 

high feature space due to the involvement of dynamic information that needs 

to be addressed precisely. This paper introduces effective modelling of 

human opinion analysis from social media data subjected to complex and 

dynamic content. Firstly, a customized preprocessing operation based on 

natural language processing mechanisms as an effective data treatment 

process towards building quality-aware input data. On the other hand, a 

suitable deep learning technique, bidirectional long short term-memory  

(Bi-LSTM), is implemented for the opinion classification, followed by a data 

modelling process where truncating and padding is performed manually to 

achieve better data generalization in the training phase. The design and 

development of the model are carried on the MATLAB tool. The 

performance analysis has shown that the proposed system offers a significant 

advantage in terms of classification accuracy and less training time due to a 

reduction in the feature space by the data treatment operation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Opinion analysis is used for many purposes, such as determining the mood of social media users 

about a topic, their views on social events, market price, and products [1], [2]. On the other hand, Twitter is 

widely preferred as a data source in opinion and sentiment analysis studies because it is a popular social 

network and convenient for collecting data in different languages and content [3]. However, considering 

opinion analysis as a text and sequence classification problem. However, the social media data comprises 

short texts and dynamic representation, so the corpus becomes sparse and semi-unstructured [4]. This poses a 

significant problem regarding system response time and classification performance, especially on large text 

corpus [5]. For this reason, various preprocessing, text representation, and data modelling techniques are used 

to address the issues associated with classification performance arising from sparse data quality and high 

feature space. Text representation can be realized with meaningful information extracted from text content in 

traditional methods such as bag of words (BoW) skip-gram and N-grams [6]–[8]. In the BoW model, 

attributes are words extracted from text content, and the order of these is not much important. The n-gram 

model, which can be applied at the word and character level, is generally more successful at the character 

level and is robust against situations such as spelling mistakes and using abbreviations because it is language-
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independent. On the other hand, the skip gram is an unsupervised mechanism that determines the most 

relevant words for a given text. Structured or semi-structured texts' structural and statistical properties are 

also used in text representation. In addition to these traditional methods, various methods based on graphs, 

linear algebra, and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [9], [10] are used to address text classification problems. 

In addition, there are studies where the prevalent word-to-vectors method is also used in text representation 

in lower space [11]. In the word-to-vector method, an n-dimensional vector of each word seen in the 

document is obtained and clustered [12]. Documents are represented with the number of members (words) in 

each set of the respective document, and thus texts are represented in lower dimensions. With the 

advancement in machine learning and deep learning techniques, the existing literature presents various 

models for mining opinions from the text and, more specifically, from social media data. Among these, 

recurrent neural networks (RNN) and long-short-term memory (LSTM) are widely adopted in the context of 

opinion classification from the rich natural language [13], [14]. 

The RNN and LSTM are the most suitable model for the sequence classification problems. Opinion 

mining can also be regarded as a sequence classification task, as the text sentences consist of multiple chunks 

of a word to represent meaningful information. The work carried out by Pergola et al. [15] suggested a deep 

learning model for the topic-oriented attention system towards sentiment analysis. The outcome shows that 

adopting the RNN offers better accuracy in the prediction phase. Ma et al. [16] implemented a variant of 

RNN, namely LSTM, with a layered attention mechanism for opinion mining. The study exhibited that their 

model outperforms the existing models for aspect-based opinion analysis. Xu et al. [17] designed an 

advanced word representation technique based on the weighted word vectors and implemented a Bi-LSTM 

model with a feedforward neural network to classify the sentiment from the comment data. The work done by 

Alattar and Shaalan [18] presented a filtered-LDA model to reveal sentiment variations in the Twitter dataset. 

The model adopts various hyperparameters to obtain reasons that cause sentiment variations. Fu et al. [19] 

have suggested an enhanced model that uses an LSTM model combination of sentiment and word embedding 

to represent better the words followed by an attention vector. Jiang et al. [20] proposed a bag-of-words text 

representation method based on sentiment topic words composed of the deep neural network, sentiment topic 

words, and context information and performed well in sentiment analysis. Pham and Le [21] suggested a 

combined approach of multiple convolutional neural networks (CNN), emphasizing word embeddings using 

different natural language processing (NLP) mechanisms such as Word2Vec, GloVe, and the one-hot 

encoding. Han et al. [22] developed an advanced learning model based on joint operation CNN and LSTM 

for text representation. The work of Majumder et al. [23] exhibited the correlation between sarcasm 

recognition and sentiment analysis. The authors have introduced a multitasking classification model that 

improves sarcasm and sentiment analysis tasks. The study of Rezaeinia et al. [24] presented an improved 

word embedding technique based on part-of-speech tagging and sentiment lexicons. This method provides a 

better form of performance regarding sentiment analysis. Pressurized water reactor (PWR) alerting model 

built using an LSTM-based neural network is presented by Liu et al. Using simulated data from a PWR and 

analysis methods for both predictable and uncertain data, the model was trained and tested. A combination of 

deterministic assessment and uncertainty evaluation, the precision of the LSTM model is 96.67% and 98.7%, 

respectively [25]. 

Based on the literature review, it has been analyzed that various research works have been done in 

the context of opinion classification. The prime outline of problem from existing scheme is found that they 

are more focused on simple preprocessing operations such as tokenization, removal of punctuation, and stop 

words, which do not provide effective data modelling and are not enough to deal with the high feature space 

complexity in the training phase of the learning model. Also, an effective data treatment process is one of the 

primary steps contributing to higher classification accuracy. Most of the existing contributors are found not to 

emphasize effective data modelling prior to training. Majority of the contributors mainly focuses on adopting 

deep learning approach and subject them to dataset to arrive at conclusive remarks without much 

emphasizing on the granularity of mining issues related to dynamic form of opinion. Instead, they just did the 

regular preprocessing operation. The current research effectively handles the significant problems associated 

with data quality and classification accuracy. Therefore, the statement of unsolved problem is “developing a 

simplified and cost-effective analytical model for efficient opinion mining is quite a challenging task 

knowing the complexities associated with existing learning-based approaches”. 

In order to differentiate the proposed study model for addressing the identified research problem, it is 

now designed with certain contributing characteristics that make them separate from existing models viz:  

i) Exploratory analysis is carried out to understand the characteristics of data and the need for preprocessing 

operations, ii) suitable data treatment operation is carried out by performing customized cleaning and data 

filtering operations based on the requirement of preprocessing, iii) data modelling and preparation are done by 

performing manual data truncation and padding processes to maintain the length of the text sentences in the 

training dataset, and iv) implementation of Bi-LSTM learning model followed by suitable training parameters.  
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The outline of the manuscript is as follows: section 2 discusses an adopted research methodology 

and implementation procedure adopted in system design and development which showcases the novel cost-

effective contribution towards opinion mining. This section highlights the dataset, its cleaning, treatment, and 

suitable modelling and development of the deep learning model for opinion classification. Section 3 presents 

the discussion of outcome and performance assessment of the proposed system to showcase its effectiveness 

and its distinction from existing system, and finally, section 4 concludes the entire work discussed in this 

paper. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

The prime agenda of the proposed scheme is to evolve up with a novel computational model which 

is capable to extract essential information using opinion mining approach. The proposed scheme harnesses 

the potential of deep learning approach in order to carry out the classification of significant opinion. Along 

with the above value added in proposed scheme, the proposed study aims to present an enhancement in 

opinion classification from the natural language data (text) using customized preprocessing operations and a 

suitable deep learning approach. In order to perform opinion analysis, the study considers text data generated 

on the social media platform, which consists of dynamic information (text, symbol, number, and 

punctuation). However, the accuracy of any text data-based classification system highly depends on the data 

quality. Suppose the dataset is ambiguous and consists of complex and dynamic information. In that case, the 

machine learning or deep learning model may deliver misleading, biased outcomes and seriously harm 

decision-making processes. In this regard, the proposed study presents customized data preprocessing 

operation in order to provide a suitable treatment and cleaning process to the text dataset captured from social 

media. To date, various deep learning algorithms or models are present with their advantages and limitations. 

However, selecting a suitable deep learning model becomes another significant problem in the context of 

human behavior (opinion) analysis. Therefore, the current study considers opinion classification as a 

sequence classification problem since the current study deals with text sentences and attempts to implement a 

class of recurrent neural networks. The schematic architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. 

The proposed model's design and development are carried out to better and more accurately identify people's 

viewpoints towards entities such as events, topics, products, services, organizations, individuals, and issues. 

This section presents an exploratory analysis of the dataset and strategy adopted in preprocessing the text 

data. Also, an implementation procedure is discussed for the deep learning-based opinion mining process 

followed by the word embedding process and model training. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic architecture of the proposed system  

 

 

It is essential to understand the significant value-added features and their impact towards betterment 

of proposed opinion mining model. It was already seen that existing studies have complex form of applying 

deep learning approach where not much preference is offered towards improving data quality. However, 

proposed model emphasized strongly towards ensuring effective data quality. By adopting this methodology, 

the scheme not only increases its accuracy but also reduces the computational burden on deep learning 

approach. More detailing of prime operations under this adopted methodology are as follows: 
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2.1.  Data visualization and analysis 

The proposed study makes use of a social media dataset for opinion mining. Table 1 highlights a 

few samples of data to understand the characteristics and complexity of the dataset considered in the current 

work from the natural language processing viewpoint. Specifically, the Twitter dataset is considered, which 

is downloaded from the Kaggle. Twitter data are a unique form of text data that reflects information, opinion, 

or attitude that the users share publicly. The rationale behind considering tweets for the analysis is that the 

tweet texts are associated with dynamic representation and are semi-unstructured because they contain 

different forms of text representation, as shown in Table 1. 

The user shares their thoughts in native format, especially with the different styles, containing 

numbers, digits, punctuation, and subjective context. It is to be noted that some texts are small, and some are 

capitalized between the sentences. The dataset considered in this study is labelled where each text belongs to 

two different opinion contexts, i.e., 0 and 1, where zero means negative opinion, and one is subjected to 

positive opinion. In order to make the dataset more friendly, the labels are updated from numerical to 

categorical, as shown in Table 2.  

The distribution of the opinion class is shown in Figure 2, where 2,464 texts are subjected to the 

negative opinion class, and 3,204 texts are subjected to the favorable opinion class. Based on the analysis, it 

is identified that the dataset is imbalanced with a difference of 740, which may lead the learning model to be 

biased towards positive opinions in the classification process. In order to deal with this imbalance factor, the 

proposed study focuses more on treating the unstructured and rich natural language (text). Therefore, the 

proposed study performs no sampling or scaling (up and downscaling) operation over the text data. Instead, it 

executes a preprocessing operation from the viewpoint of feature engineering, which will precisely represent 

the input text data and enable better generalization in the training phase of the learning model.   

 

 

Table 1. Visualization of text data samples 
SI. No Text Label 

1 Friday hung out with Kelsie, and we went and saw The Da Vinci Code SUCKED!!!!! 0 
2 Harry Potter is AWESOME I don't care if anyone says differently!. 1 

3 &lt;---Sad level is 3. I was writing a massive blog tweet on Myspace, and my comp shut down. Now it is all lost 

*lays in fetal position* 

0 

4 BoRinG): What is wrong with him?? Please tell me........:-/ 0 

5 I want to be here because I love Harry Potter and want a place where people take it seriously, but it is still so 

much fun. 

1 

 

 

Table 2. Visualization of updated label 
SI. No Existing label Updated label 

1 0 Negative 

2 1 Positive 
3 0 Negative 

4 0 Negative 

5 1 Positive 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Distribution of the opinion class 
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In the current analysis, approximately 5,000 texts were considered, split into training, validation, 

and testing set. Initially, the dataset is split into an 80:20 ratio, where 80% is considered for the training set, 

and the remaining 20% of the dataset is considered for the testing set. Again, the training set is split into an 

80:20 ratio where 80% is kept for model training, and 20% is considered for validation. However, this is a 

conventional split to ensure that predictive modelling could be simpler to carry out benchmarking with other 

learning approaches which approximately adopts similar splitting. 

 

2.2.  Preprocessing  

The discussion in the previous section was all about data visualization and preliminary analysis, 

which shows that the text dataset consists of dynamic contents, semi-structured sentences, punctuation, 

numbers, short words/text, and stop words. Therefore, an effective preprocessing operation is required to 

provide accurate treatment and cleaning operations to correct the text data in a suitable form. In this regard, 

the preprocessing operation is executed based on the NLP mechanism, and some customized data modelling 

is carried out to achieve better precision in the data treatment process. The entire data modelling and 

treatment process is executed in the following manner as shown in Algorithm 1 discussed as follows:  

i) Removal of unconnected term: In this step of execution, the algorithm considers the elimination of 

punctuations, URLs, tickers, hashtags (#), numbers, digits, memorable characters, and extra-wide spaces, and 

the removal of short sentences whose length is limited to only two words. Also, all the text phrases are 

transformed to lowercase, and emoticons are changed to relevant words; ii) Tokenization: Further 

tokenization of the text data is carried out, an essential step of the NLP. In this process, the text sentences are 

split into multiple and smaller elements called tokens. These tokens are strings with known meanings that 

help in understanding the context; iii) Modelling of stop words: In this process, the proposed study performs 

modelling of stop words that could carry significant meaning. However, the stop words have less entropy 

value that does not describe the contextual meaning; therefore, they can be discarded from the text sentences. 

However, in the proposed preprocessing operation, a customized operation is carried out, where a list of the 

stop words is edited to choose the stop words (such as are, are not, aren’t, did, didn’t, and many more) that 

could carry significant meaning for the opinion mining or classification; and iv) Stemming/lemmatization: 

stemming and lemmatization are essential steps of text normalization after executing the above data treatment 

procedures. The stemming operation over text provides a stem representation of the text. Similarly, 

lemmatization is also performed to get a base form of the text according to the part-of-speech (POS) and 

grammar protocol. The computing procedure for Twitter dataset preprocessing is discussed in the Pseudo 

constructs as follows: 

 

Algorithm 1. For data preprocessing  
Input:Text dataset (T) 

Output:Preprocessed Texts (PT) 
Start: 

Init DF 
1. Load: DF → 𝑓1(filename) 
2. DF. Lable→f2( Label rename: {′0′, ′1′}{′negative′, ′positive′}) 
3. Split DF: [Training, Test]  f3(DF,0.2) 

4. Split Training: [Train, Val]  f3(Training,0.2)  

5. def function: dataclean(text) 
6. Text_lower = re. findall(′DF. text′, ′(. ||[a − z]||[A − Z]) )) do 
7. lower(DF. text) 
8. Text= f4(′DF. text′, @\w+′,′ #′, RT[\s] +,′ https? :\\S+′) 
9. Tok= f5(DF. Text) 

10. new_ stopwords= stopwords 
11. Init N // list of not stop words 

12. new_ stopwords(ismember(new_ stopwords,N))=[]; 
13.          Tok= f6(DF. Text, new_ stopwords) 
14. DF. Text= f7(Tok, Stem) 

15.      DF. Text= f7(Tok, Lem) 

16. return = PT 
17. Foreach text from Train do 

18. DFp = dataclean(train. text) 
End 

 

A rich natural language (text) requires an effective data treatment operation to perform precise 

classification or analysis of the opinion. The above-mentioned algorithmic steps exhibit a vital operation of 

correcting the raw text data for further analysis. The algorithm takes an input of raw text data (T), and after 

undergoing several stages of preprocessing operation, it provides precise and cleaned data (PT). Initially, an 

empty vector is initialized as data frame (DF) that stores text data in a structured format using function f1(x) 

(line-1). Further, in the next step, the label field of the dataset gets updated in a more friendly manner using 
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function f2(x), where numerical labels are replaced with the categorial name such that 0 is replaced with a 

negative label and one is replaced with a positive label (line2). Afterwards, a train test split function f3(x) is 

used to perform splitting of the dataset to extract the training set and testing set in the ratio of 80% and 20%, 

respectively (line3). The training set is split into two other sub-set of Training and validation in the ratio 

80/20using the same function f3(x).  

The study further builds a function, namely ‘clean data,’ to carry out a preprocessing operation over 

the raw input text data. The first operation executed in this function is lowering text data to the all-lowercase 

(lines 6-7). Further, the elimination of unrelated data such as #tags, tickers, short sentences, URLs, emoji’s, 

punctuation, digits, and missing text is carried out using function f4(x) to make input text data free from any 

form of ambiguity and impreciseness. In the next step, tokenization of the input text is carried out using the 

NLP function f5(x), which provides a set of input data chunks. Further, the stopwords are removed to make 

data free from the words that do not have significant meaning in the phrase. However, in this process, the 

proposed study performs a custom operation to filter out some important words from the list of stopwords. 

Initially, a vector, namely new_stopwords, are initialized that holds a list of all stopword from the NLP 

library, and another empty vector N gets initialized that holds a list of not stop word (line10-11). Afterwards, 

a condition gets initialized that checks the existence of not stop word in the list of stop words and stores it in 

a new variable new stop word (line12). In the next step, a function f6(x) is used, which takes an input 

argument of text and a vector of new stop words to remove stop words from the input text (line13). In the 

next step, the algorithm executes the text data normalization process using function f7(x), which applies the 

stemming and lemmatization method to make words or text in its root format. After executing the 

abovementioned operations, the algorithm returns a preprocessed text (PT). In order to preprocess the 

training set, the algorithm calls the user-defined function ‘data clean, which provides a cleaned text to be 

further analyzed for opinion classification using a deep learning model. 

Figure 3 demonstrates word cloud visualization for the preprocessed training dataset. Figure 3 

shows the frequency distribution of the words using a word cloud that exhibits the text, which is more in text 

data. It can be analyzed that peoples share their opinion regarding a movie. The bold highlighted text is more 

frequent in the text, revealing that the words are mostly related to personal thoughts like the fantastic movie 

harry potter, and horrible. Table 3 summarizes the data treatment operations carried out by the preprocessing 

algorithm. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Word cloud visualization of the preprocessed training set 

 

 

Table 3. Highlights of preprocessing algorithm  
Data arguments Treatment feat 

Punctuations !,?,.,” Eliminated 

ULR’s Changed to ′URL′ 
#Tags, tickers, special character Eliminated 

Emoticons Transformed to a relevant phrase 

𝐔𝐩𝐩𝐞𝐫 𝐜𝐚𝐬𝐞 [𝐀 − 𝐙] Transformed to lowercase [a − z] 
Stop word Customized and removed from the input text data 

Tokenization Input data into set of chunks 

Normalization Stemming and Lemmatization 
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2.3.  Opinion classification using a deep learning model 

The classification of a public opinion involves several procedures viz. i) word encoding, ii) data 

padding and truncating, iii) constructing and training deep learning model, and iv) validation of trained 

model via introducing new text data from the testing set. This section discusses modelling the learning model 

to perform opinion classification followed by an algorithmic approach. The text data is inherently a 

combination of sequences of words, which have a dependency, which means they are interconnected via 

directed links that reveal the association owned by the connected words. Therefore, the proposed study 

implements a specific class of deep learning techniques: long-short-term memory (LSTM), which is most 

efficient for learning long-term dependencies between sequences of text sentences. Also, classifying opinions 

from the sequential data corpus (text dataset) can be treated as a sequence classification problem. The LSTM 

suits the other deep learning model and shallow machine learning techniques better. LSTM is an improved 

class of recurrent neural networks (RNN), designed to deal with sequential data by distributing their weights 

across the sequence. LSTM addresses the problem of gradient vanishing by employing its gate mechanisms 

and captures long-term relationships. The LSTM can be numerically defined as (1): 

 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑊ℎ ∙ 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑡 ∙ ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏ℎ) (1) 

 

where 𝑥𝑡 denotes current input sequence data, ℎ𝑡 denotes a hidden state of the neural network, 𝑊ℎ and 𝑈𝑡 

refers to the weights, and 𝑏ℎ denotes bias. The 𝑓(𝑥) is a non-linear function (i.e., tangent function) to learn 

and classify operations. Though LSTM has many advantages, it is also subjected to a limitation that it suffers 

in considering post-word information as the sequences of the text data are read in a single feedforward 

direction. Therefore, the proposed study implements a bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) learning model whose 

outputs are stacked together, one for forward and one for backward. The hidden states of the feedforward 

LSTM unit (ℎ𝑡
𝐹) and hidden states of backward LSTM units (ℎ𝑡

𝐵) are concatenated to form a single hidden 

layer of Bi-LSTM (ℎ𝑡
𝐵𝑖) numerically expressed as (2).  

 

ℎ𝑡
𝐹 ⊕ ℎ𝑡

𝐵  → ℎ𝑡
𝐵𝑖 (2) 

 

Figure 4 shows the architecture of the proposed deep learning Bi-LSTM model for the opinion 

classification from the natural language (text). In order to train the learning model, the sequence of input 

preprocessed text data needs to be converted into numeric sequences. The study uses a word encoding 

mechanism that maps the training dataset into integer sequences. The encoding technique adopted in the 

proposed study is one-hot encoding vectorization. In addition, padding and truncation are carried out to make 

text data of the same length. However, there is an option in the training process to pad and shorten input 

sequences automatically. However, this option does not effectively applicable to word vector sequences. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Proposed deep learning model Bi-LSTM for opinion classification 
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Therefore, the study performs this process manually by determining the length of text sentences, and 

then the text sequences that are longer than identified target value are truncated, and the sequences shorter 

than the target value are left-padded. A histogram plot in Figure 5 shows the length of the text sentences that 

belongs to the training dataset. Based on the analysis from Figure 5, it is analyzed that most of the text 

sentences have fewer than 23 chunks. Therefore, this length will be considered as a target length to truncate 

and pad the training dataset. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Visualization of the text length 

 

 

The study also considers embedding layers in modelling the Bi-LSTM learning model. Including a 

word embedding layer will map a word in the lexicon to numerical vectors instead of a scalar. Also, it obtains 

semantic information about text phrases, which eventually maps the text phrase or word with similar 

meanings to have similar vectors. After adding the word embedding layer, a Bi-LSTM layer is considered 

and added with 180 hidden units as shown in Algorithm 2. Finally, two fully connected layers and one output 

layer with a softmax function are added for a sequence-to-label classification. The configuration details of the 

model development and Training options are highlighted in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.  

 
Algorithm 2. For opinion classification 
Input:Preprocessed Texts (PT) 
Output: Opinion: Positive(P) or Negative (N) 

Start: 

1. Load: DF → 𝑓1(filename) 
2. Apply Algorithm 1: Preprocessing Training, and validation dataset 

3. traindataclean(train. text) 

4. val_xdataclean(train. text) 
5. Prepare data for model training  

6. Execute word encoding 

7.  𝑒𝑛𝑐 f7(train_x) 

8. do truncating and padding 

9.  Compute: target_length fmax (length(train_x) 

10. train_x f8(𝑒𝑛𝑐, train_x, target_length)  
11. val_x f8(𝑒𝑛𝑐, val_x, target_length)  
12. Execute Model Development 

13. Init, I (input layer size), D( ),O ( ),N ( ),C( ) 

14. Config layers 

15. Input layer (I) 

16. Embedding layer (D,N) 

17.       Bi-LSTM (O, outputmode, ‘last’) 

18.       Fully connected (C) 

19. Output layer (activation function, softmax) 

End 
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Table 4. Configuration details of the model development 
6×1 layers of the proposed learning models 

1 Sequence input Sequence input with 1 dimension 
2 Word embedding layer Word embedding layer with 100 dimensions 

3 Bi-LSTM 180 hidden cells 

4 Fully connected 2 
5 Classification output Softmax 

6 Loss function crossentropyex 

 

 

Table 5. Details of the model training option 
Training details 

1 Optimizer Adam 

2 MiniBatchSize 32 

3 InitialLearnRate 0.01 
4 GradientThreshold 1 

5 MaxEpochs 100 

6 L2Regularization 0.0006 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section discusses the outcome obtained and performance analysis of the proposed learning 

model for opinion classification. The selection of the performance metric was accomplished on the basis of 

existing approaches using similar evaluation metric reported in literatures. The core idea of selection of this 

performance metric is to justify the appropriateness of the adopted predictive approach of deep learning. The 

analysis of the proposed system performance is evaluated concerning the accuracy, precision, recall rate, and 

F1-score, briefly described as follows:  

 

3.1.  Performance indicator 

The assessment of the proposed study model is carried out using a standard performance metric of 

accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score. These are the standard metric which are universally adopted in 

research work towards assessing the predictive accuracies. As the proposed scheme uses deep learning 

scheme, hence it becomes more inevitable to adopt the standard metric towards proper study evaluation. The 

empirical formulation of these metrics is: 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝑇𝑁
, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
, 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
  

and 𝐹1_𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 × (
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
) 

 

TP is true positive (correctly classified positive value, i.e., actual and classified class=yes) 

TN is true negative (correctly classified negative value i.e., actual and classified class=no) 

FP is false positive (Actual class=no and classified class=yes) 

FN is false negative (Actual class=yes and classified class=no) 

The Figure 6 shows a Heatmap of the confusion matrix, which assesses the output of the trained Bi-

LSTM model. A closer analysis of the Heatmap shows that out of 1,133 text data, 640 text data belong to true 

positive, meaning that 640 were classified as positive opinion where there is a total of 645 text that reflects 

positive opinion. Also, 481 texts were classified as true unfavorable, with 489 texts reflecting negative 

opinions. In order to better understand the performance of the proposed system, the study performs 

comparative analysis with other machine learning models concerning multiple performance parameters such 

as accuracy, precision, recall rate, and F1 score. Table 6 highlights the quantified outcome of the proposed 

Bi-LSTM-based model and other machine-learning models. 

The Figure 7 shows a comparative analysis to validate the proposed work's effectiveness and scope. 

The comparative analysis concerns the proposed Bi-LSTM, LSTM, support vector machine (SVM), and 

probabilistic model, i.e., naïve Bayes. The classification accuracy, precision, Recall and F1_Score are 

analyzed and illustrated in Figures 7(a) to 7(d) respectively. It can be seen that the proposed Bi-LSTM model 

outperforms LSTM and shallow machine learning models. The SVM requires ample training time, which 

makes it inefficient and computationally expensive. Also, the SVM is not much scalable to have high feature 

space in the training process. For the naïve Bayes, it depends on an often-faulty consideration of equally 

essential and independent features, leading to biases in the prediction.  

In addition, the proposed system based on Bi-LSTM is enriched with proposed preprocessing 

operation that overcome the lexical sparsity and ambiguity issue in the training dataset. This is one of the 

reasons that attributes towards better data generalization in the training phase. The significance of the 
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proposed work is the effective data treatment which improves the quality of data and adequate modelling of 

deep learning technique with suitable training parameters for the precise classification, which considers the 

contextual information by dealing with both forward and backward dependencies. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Heatmap of the confusion matrix  

 

 

Table 6. Quantified outcome for comparative analysis 
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1_Score 

SVM 85.018% 81.815% 78.961% 83.931% 

Naïve Bayes 72.235% 79.81% 77.481% 80.063% 

LSTM 94.975% 90.11% 94.36% 91.321% 

Bi-LSTM 98.940% 98.918% 99.224% 99.071% 

 
 

 

  

(a) (b) 

 

 
 

(c) (d) 

 

Figure 7. Comparative analysis of (a) classification accuracy, (b) precision, (c) Recall and (d) F1_Score 
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4. CONCLUSION  

The proposed work has addressed the opinion classification problem for rich natural language. The 

proposed study exploits the advantage of utilizing a deep learning technique and effective data treatment on 

the performance of the opinion analysis from the rich and dynamic text data. A Bi-LSTM learning model is 

used to capture contextual information to generalize textual features better. The feature space complexity is 

reduced significantly before the training process, which is carried out in the preprocessing and after 

preprocessing, where the padding and the truncating process are performed manually. The results show the 

scope and effectiveness of Bi-LSTM in the context of sequence classification problems. The proposed system 

achieved good accuracy, precision, recall rate, and F1-measure results over the existing learning models. The 

proposed study may extend towards processing different languages emphasizing different lexical approaches 

in future work. 
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